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Agyeman and Hollimon give
scoring punches for hooters.
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Contract tal.k s l·i nger;
strike not. predicted. ·
By JAMIE RILEY
Staff writer
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SHANNON THOllAS/Staff photographer
VanVooren sits patiently in the Old Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union as
·acts blood from him Monday for the annual blood drive.

5 pints of blood donated
drive, and it was a
success as the day's
275 pints of blood was
achieved, according
Services Consultant

.e.
'.as the best first day
in years," Cline said.
~ lot of community
A lot of students came
dinner and that helped
lot as it put us over the

"We did really well," Kellie
Walters, co-chairperson of the
blood drive said. "The first day
is always a little slow but we
had a better turn out than I
thought we would.
"Our final total was 305
pints," Walters said. "That's 30
over our goal. Tomorrow we're
expecting a lot of people to
come through.
"We had a lot of good help,"
she added. "The rugby team
came out and helped, and
(Tuesday), ROTC will be here
to help."
Walters said McDonald's is
giving out free hamburger

coupons to the first 200 people
who come in and donate every
day.
"If anything, we needed more
beds and nurses," said Patrick
Bradley, blood drive committee
assistant director. "We've had
every bed in here full."
"Our goal for tomorrow is
350 pints," Cline said.
The blood drive will be taking place all week in the Old
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. The
hours will be 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
except for Friday in which it be
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

G to evaluate Rives again
SEPER
dtbers of the Board of
' presidential evaluation
'1ttee, after meeting two and
alf hours at the Kennedy
Holiday Inn in Chicago,
that Eastern President Stan
will return again for another

dent evaluator, who was present at
the evaluation. "They had other
work to accomplish and had more
work with President Rives."
Riordan - one of five different
student BOG members, one from
each university - said that this is
not actually a postponement, but
that the initial evaluation is finished
and the next session will be a secondary evaluation for Rives.
Rives is the only president to be
called back for a second review.

The third president to be
reviewed, Rives had his evaluation
stopped so the two presidents after
him could finish their review, said
Michelle Brazell, BOG public relations director.
"It didn't (run over) because the
board adjourned," Brazell said.
"But we can assume that it would
have. With two other presidents
there and waiting, not to second

Contract negotiations moved
extremely slow last week between
the University Professionals of
Illinois and the Board of Governors
in Springfield, said UPI chief negotiator Jayne Ozier.
The UPI, which is the union that
represents Eastem's faculty, has
been negotiating with the BOG to
upgrade the contract which expired
Sept. 1. Ozier said the union and
the BOG signed an extension on
the contract until negotiations are
finished, which means faculty
members will have to work under
the current contract for an undetermined amount of time.
UPI President Mitch Vogel said
last weeks' negotiations, which ran
from Tuesday through Friday,
showed no improvement. "The
good news is that we 're still talking
to each other. The bad news is that
despite our agreement to continue
negotiations, there has been no
improvement," he said.
Ozier said the union would like
to see the faculty members achieve
equality with other state workers.
Currently, faculty salaries at BOG
universities are 15 percent below
national averages. In addition to
salary equity, the UPI would like
the faculty to have better health
care benefits and early. retirement
options, Ozier said. .

The good news is
that we're still talking to each other.
The bad news is that
despite our agreement to continue
negotiations, there
has been no i.mprovemen t.
Mitch Vogel.
UPI President

Vogel said the union and board
will continue negotiations this
Thursday at Governors State
University, adding that he hopes the
contract dispute will be settled then.
"If we don't get that, we may
decide to curtail negotiations and
continue with some other means,"
he said.
The Board of Governors will be
meeting at Western Illinois
University in Macomb on Oct. 16
and 17, which, Vogel ·said, the UPI
"Continued on page 2

Faculty Sena.te plan
to discus~ proposals·
The Faculty Senate will discuss
Tuesday proposed recommendations for improving Affirmative
Action guidelines at Eastern,
according to Chair David Carpenter.
The Faculty Senate meeting
will be at ·2 p.m. in the BOG room
of Booth Library.
Also, on the agenda for the
meeting, is the report of the executive committee's meeting with .the
state retirement administrator, said
Anne Zahlan, Faculty Senate secretary. "We'll be talking about the

bad situation of the retirement
fund, the underfunding by 'the
state and the potential for disaster," she said.
The senate will appoint two faculty members to the Council on
Faculty Research, Zahlan said.
She added that the senate will
also begin to address the Faculty
Issues and Concerns survey,
which went out to all faculty
members three weeks ago. The
senate formed a sub-committee to
deal with the reports.
Staff report

• Continued on page 2

'aq's secret weapons program partially revealed Monday
AMA, Bahrain (AP) - Iraqi nucle•uments flown out of Baghdad on
y prove for the first time that Iraq
researching triggers for nuclear
ins, a U.N. official said.
.N. officials also said the 44-member
ins team that was detained for five
last week in a Baghdad parking lot
spirited the contents of some of the
uments out of Iraq before flying to
'non Monday. They would not say

on · various aspects of Iraq's secret nuclear
weapons program, which Saddam
Hussein's government has denied having.
"You cannot he1p but be impressed by
the sophistication of it," Kay said.
In New York, meanwhile, officials at
U.N. headquarters privately expressed
embarrassment that the inspectors may
have sent some information from the documents directly to U.S. officials in
Washington on one occasion. The Iraqis
_have accused Kay, an American nuclear
mie leader of the team, David Kay, said expert who works for the United Nations,
documents provided important details of being a spy for the CIA.

U.N. inspectors are seeking out weapons
of mass destruction and the means to produce them in Iraq. The Gulf War cease-fire
calls for dismantling all of Iraq's longrange missiles and any chemical, nuclear or
biological weapons.
David Kyd, chief spokesman for the
U.N. International Atomic Energy Agency
in Vienna, said evidence in tlie documents
disproved Iraq's claims that it had no interest in producing nuclear arms. ·
"We found for the first time evidence,
during the Monday search, of Iraqi interest
in a detonation system for· a nuclear device,

which they had hitherto steadfastly
denied," Kyd said.
"They had said they were not interested
in transforming their nuclear know-how
into a weapons capability." He said a trig- {
gering device is one of three key compo- j'
nents for nuclear weapons. Suffident
amounts of enriched uranium and a delivery system are the others, he said.,
"We have no evidence they were working on a delivery system. We don't even·
know they started working on a detonatoc.
We only know they had design specs for a
detonator," Kyd said.

z
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Rives to speak at Honorary meeting
By TERESA JOHNSON
Staff writer

President Stan Rives will address the members of the National
Residence Hall Honar-ary Tuesday
in an attempt to build rapport with
the students, according to Kate
McCarthy, vice president of the
NRHH.
McCarthy added that by Rives
being at the meeting, it can be a
beneficial way of involving the students, and possibly creating a closeness be-tween Rives' office and the
students.

The meeting will be held in the
Effingham room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. Univer-sity Union.
The NRHH also will discuss a
leadership workshop they are sponsoring entitled "The Great
Leadership Search," which will be
held from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday on the third floor of union.
According to John Biem-baum,
president of the NRHH, the keynote
speaker for the workshop will be
Kevin Can-non, assistant director of
housing.
Students who want to participate
in the workshop must contact the

president of the NRHH as soon as
possible for food service reasons,
Biembaum said
The subjects covered during the
workshop will be building communications, criticism, failure, time
mariagement, ethics and gossip, the
life of a resident assistant, stress
relievers, and cultural diversity.
Other speakers at the workshop
are Joe Vmder, Terry Tum-berello,
Michelle Costentino, Lisa McCarty,
Sandy Gallion, Kan Wetstein, Jara
Black, Tom-oyo Kitazawa, and
Michelle Ferandino, said Darci
Royster, NRHH member.

FROM PAGE ONE
Contract
., From page 1
may use as a date to make a
decision on whether or not to
strike.
Although Vogel said he will
remain optimistic and hope the
contract negotiations are settled
before then, he said, "UPI will
do what is necessary to give its
members what they deserve."
Vogel said he thinks a strike
will be almost disastrous for the

students. "If there is a strike,
students will be severely handicapped," he said, "and depending on how long it will last, I
would be concerned about the
quality of the education the students receive this semester and
next."
Ozier said she could not predict whether a strike is eminent.
"We haven't even taken a strike
vote," she said.
According to Vogel, the nego-

- ~ DRAFT NITE
TONITE!!
Receive Free STU'S CASH
BEFORE 9:30
We've got a whole new look and sound!

2 DOGS,
2 FRIES,
&..

20 oz DRINK.
We Deliver
11am-11pm

345-2466

tiations are moving slowly due
to different priorities. He said
the BOG would like to use
resources to build buildings and
implement new programs and
the goal of UPI is to improve
working conditions for faculty
members at all five BOG universities. "Our priority is to reward
the faculty members, which are
the heart and soul of every university."

Open

11 a.m.-1 a.m.

guess the board, (but) it seemed like an inconvenience."
Presidents from the other four BOG schools Deloris Cross of Chicago State, Leo GoodmanMalamouth of Governors State, Gordon Lamb of
Northeastern and Ralph Wagoner of Western Illinois
University - have completed their reviews. No

actions have been reported as a result of the
reviews.
As far as the rescheduling date, time and place,
Brazell said that it will all be announced in the
next two or three weeks, depending on the availability of the evaluation committee members.
"It's a matter of getting nine busy people (BOG
members)" and five student board members together on the same day," she said.

PHI SIGMA SIGMA

FRIENDS &.. CQ
509 Van Buren Ave.

Grill Open

11 a.m.-1 a.

TACO TUESDAY 4p.m.-Close
3 GIANT TACOS FOR $1 00
12 oz SODAS ......... 75¢
KILLIANS RED 20 oz SUPER MUGS ... $250
You Keep the Mug
REFILLS ..................... $1 75
ALL DAY
ALL NIGHT

BOG
•Frompage 1

Tuesdays Only

U!Mi~
RESTAURANT & CATERING

ISN'T IT TIME YOU TRIED
THE BEST FOOD IN TOWN?
409 ?lh STREET

345-7427

ONE BLOCK NORTH OF THE COURT HOUSE

... at~.arty's

is proud to present their
1991-92 Executive Board Officers

Lunch Special:

President
Linda Nowak
Vice-President
Julie Atherton
Bursar
Jennifer Hurckes
Tribune
Robin Witikka
Scribe
Jennie Kominoski
Pledge Mistress
Tracey Foley
Rush Chairman
Kim Kleckner
Member-at-Large
Katy Deming
Panhellenic Delegate
Julie Olsen
cholarship
Cathy Harley

Bavarian Platter
LGerman Sausage, potato salad &.. kraut)

$1 50 St. Pauli Girl
(Light or Dark German Import)

$1 25 Domestic Bottles
Tonight: 50¢ Beer Brats

Cqngratulations!
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Leaf burning issue
rages on with council
Further discussion on a resolution banning leaf burning within
city limits will be the main focus of
Tuesday night's Charleston City
Council meeting.
The proposal, which was introduced by Student Senate member
and city council student representative Jim Reimer, was in support of
a proposal made by Eastern students last spring.
Reimer initiated the discussion
following a referendum approved
by the student body in April. The
referendum was attached to a noconfidencevoteconcerning President Stan Rives.
"It (the leaf burning issue) is
something other cities have already
done. I didn't want Charleston to
be left behind," Reimer said at the
council's last meeting.
Mattoon, Springfield and a
number of surrounding suburbs
have already passed similar measures, Reimer added.
Mayor Wayne Lanman cited
health and safety reasons for the
proposed ban. City policy previously allowed leaf burning provided no complaints were received.

"This concerns pollution and the
environment as well as asthma,"
said Commissioner Roger Rives at
the last city council meeting.
Other council members also
added at the last meeting that they
expect a generous turnout Tuesday
night to debate the issue.
The city council will meet at
7:30 p.m. in the council chambers,
520 Jackson Avenue.
In other business, the council
plans a final vote on a parking
ordinance consolidating time limits
along portions of Sixth and
Seventh Street to 30 minutes.
Council members may also
authorize a real estate exchange
between the city and the
Charleston Community School
District concerning two tracts of
land near the Rotary Community
Pool.
Recreation Department officials
are discussing construction of a
miniature golf course and batting
cages if the exchange takes place.
The council may also approve
street closings to accomodate
Eastern 's homecoming parade.
Portions of Sixth and Seventh
Streets and Madison, Jackson,
Grant and Hayes Avenues will be
closed for the event.

False sexual assault
report filed with police
By CATHY MYERS

and STUART TART
Staff writers

An Eastern student reported a
sexual assault to University
Police on Sept. 22 and later
admitted the attack never
occurred, said Police Chief Tom
Larson.
The student, who named her
'attacker' two days after the initial complaint, now must appear
before Eastern 's Judicial Board
for filing a false police report,
Larson said, and may face probation, suspension or even
expulsion from the university.
"I can't say what they will
do," he said.
Larson said the student filed a
similar sexual assault complaint
last November.
"There wasn't an attack either
time," he added. "I feel it is
important that a couple of false
reports were given to us."
The student had reported that
she was attacked that Sunday
morning while jogging near the
Campus Pond, Larson said.

~~~~
Other items on campus and
city police reports included:
• A parked pick-up truck was
allegedly broken into and a radar
detector stolen late Wednesday
night or Thursday morning on
Marion Street.
Monica Hall, 32, of 1612
Marion St., reported to the
Charleston Police Department at
6:30 a.m. Thursday that her
locked truck had been burglarized.
Small tools helped gain
entrance through the back window, police said.
• Craig Olsby, 22, 1107
Lincoln Ave., and Arthur
Katzmann, 22, of Lockport, were
arrested on charges of forced
burglary at about 3:30 a.m.
Sunday at 1140 Lincoln Ave.
• Scott Schultz, 19, 302
Douglas Hall, was arrested for
alleged criminal damage to property at about 5:30 a.m. Thursday.

It

MARI OGAWA/Staff photographer
The five member cast of the off-Broadway musical hit "Nunsense" perform a musical selection during
their performance Monday in the Martin Luther King Jr.· University Union.

'Nllnsense' prays for logic
By LORI QUEEN
Staff writer

The off-broadway musical hit,
"Nunsense," which played Monday in the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union, wasn't all it was cracked
.
up to be.
The cast sang and danced their
way through 2 1/2 hours and 23
numbers, including several audience joke sessions, all about life as
a wacky nun.
The set was supposed to be the
background drop to a high school
production of Grease; however,
the reason was never revealed.
The play, after all was said and
done, was so chaotic and rushed
J}lat the answer of why they were
actually performing in front of the
Grease background never came
up.
The lead cast of five nuns trying
to raise money to bury four of their
dead sisters, whom were supposedly decomposing in the deep

Review
freeze as the play went on, did
have some superb vocals and
made the most out of some pretty
nonsensical songs.
The five-member cast included:
Terri Mazzarella (Sister Mary
Regina), Shalimar HickmanWashington (Sister Mary Hubert),
Kathryn Silvia (Sister Mary
Robert Anne), Sherri Edelen
(Sister Mary Amnesia) and
Jennifer Juul (Sister Mary Leo). .
Perhaps the most tacky part of
the play was the scene in which
Mother Superior attempted to get
high by smelling some substance.
The fact that she was trying to get
high may not have been so bad but
the scene did not fit with the rest
of the play.
About 300 people attended the
production, most of whom did not
seem to be students and seemed to

be a majority Catholic audience.
Since the cast was big on audience
participation, the hyper nuns took
various poles and began the second act with the wave.
Perhaps some humor was lost
on this non-brilliant Presbyterian
watcher, since many of the °puns,
talk of saints and witty remarks
were Catholic oriented.
Someone who is unaware of the
Catholic traditions and rituals may
have had some problems follow'ing the punchlines where ever they
were.
· In the middle of th.e first act, the
nuns even took an audience quiz
with audience members, raising
· their hands and receiving statues
of plastic saints as prizes to correct
answers.
All in all, the cast put on a
production that certainly couldn't
be called boring. Instead, it could
b.e said the play was aptly
named, "Nunsense," since that
was about all that could be made
out of it.

·~

Rec center enforces access
By KELLY RUSSELL
Staff writer
Eligible users of the Student
Recreation Center will now have
to present their proper identification every time they use the center,
according to Dave Dutler, director
of recreational sports.
Dutler said faculty and staff will
be required to present their Student
Recreation Center card, while students will have to present their val-

adult member and spouse; $20 per
semester .for each dependent child
with a maximum cost for dependent children of $50 per year,"
Dutler said. He added that a daily
guest pass can be purchased for
$4.
The reason why proper identification did not have to be presented
until now, Dutler said, is so everyone could have the opportunity to
see what the Recreation Center
had to offer.

idated student ID card to the front
desk located in the lobby of the
Recreation Center. He added that
this system will be "very tight or
as tight as possible."
The proper identification card
will be kept at the front counter
until the user is finished using the
facility, Dutler said.
Faculty and staff may purchase
SRC recreation cards at the recreation sports office in the lobby.
"Cost is $55 per semester per

Studen.t Senate defeats RHA in charity game Sunday
By KEN RYAN
Staff writer

It was not a typical rivalry, but Sunday
afternoon more than 30 members of the
Student Senate and the Residence Hall
Association got together for their third
annual softball game, with the benefits
going to the United Way.
The senate team, captained by senate
Chief of Staff Brett Gerber, overcame a
late nine-run deficit and defeated the
RHA squad 15-14 with a run in the bottom of the ninth.
Gerber said that the game meant more
to him since the money made from the
game was going to a good cause.
"This is our third year doing this,"
Gerber said. "It's kind of fun to do this
within the group to promote a little cam·- pus harmony.
"This year we did something a little
different. In the past we have just played

. --

RHA for fun, but this year we raised
money for United Way."
The game got started a little bit late
when nobody from the stands would sing
the National Anthem, but the game continued anyway and the RHA jumped out
to a quick 4-0 lead.
The RHA squad appeared to be
inspired by the fans, who showed their
enthusiasm by doing the wave in the first
inning, and by RHA member John
Biernbaum, who acted as a coach cheering on the sidelines.
"I think it is a case of the team having
a lot of heart and me just having a bigger
mouth," Biernbaum said.
RHA members Peter Malone, co-chair
of the new ideas and activities committee, and Erin Sanders organized the event
and said that they were pleased with how
the game turned out.
"It went real good, considering that we
put it together in a week," Sanders said

------ ___ .____
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"It's for a good cause and we raised a lot
of money."
Malone said that the new approach to
the game is a better idea as well.
"Usually it's just a little competition
between the two teams," Malone said.
"But this year we went out and organized
pledge money that will be donated to
United Way. So far we raised $110, but
all the money has not been collected."
The RHA led 14-5 going into the bottom of the 7th inning, but that was when
the senate woke up. They came up with a
big nine-run 7th to tie the game up.
The big blow came with two outs and
the RHA team leading 14-12. Gerber
stepped up and calmly deposited the ball
over the left field fence for a game-tying
two-run homer.
"I knew we had the game all the way,"
Gerber said with a chuckle.
The RHA team then huddled around
the mound to try and gather themselves,

but it was to no avail as the senate scored
a run in the bottom of the ninth to win
the game 15-14.
Steve "G" Hartman of the losing RHA
team hit a home run early in the game
and said that he still had a good time
despite the loss.
"It was awesome (hitting the home
run)," Hartman said. "We came out here
hoping to win, but we 're playing for a
good cause and I really had a great time
playing."
The total amount of money raised was
unknown at the time of the game, but the
money will be given to the United Way,
whose representatives were unable to
attend the game, at another time.
"We were unable to get a hold of
United Way, but we're going to present
the money to them later," Gerber said.
"We are going to total the money up on
Thursday. I think it will be close to
$300."
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Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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Biased opinions
could sabptage
senate relations
On Wednesday Student Senat~ Speaker
Blake Wood called the Faculty Senate a "lynch
mob," and a "misguided body" in his annual
State of the Senate address.
And just one week before Wood's address
members of the Student Senate and Faculty
Senate met in a joint committee to discuss a
wide array of campus issues in an effort to
improve relations among the two groups and
work together on issues facing the university.
The purpose of the ad hoc committee was to
work on solving the issues
that relate to both Eastern
- - - - - - · students and faculty.
However, very little can
be solved when the six committee members,
three from each senate respectively, come into
the talks with skewed vision of each other's
purpose and disdain for each other's actions.
The Student Senate needs to find committee
members within their quorum that have not
already made up their mind on the Faculty
Senate's intentions.
Both senat' s maintain sincere intentions for
the good of the university. The Student Senate
position has been that all the controversy over
President Rives leadership is behind us. The
Faculty Senate position is that the controversy is
not over and direct action needs to be taken
from outside Rives office for the good of
Eastern's reputation; presumably Rives needs
to be replaced.
Both senates make a point.
In a survey conducted last year by The Daily
Eastern New.s a majority of the students polled
did not know who Rives was let alone understood the entire controversy concerning Rives'
and hiring improprieties under former Vice
President for Business Affairs Verna Armstrong.
Therefore the Student Senate's argument that ·
the controversies are behind us is more than
valid: In many cases across the campus, the
controversies were never before us.
But the Faculty Senate have taken upon
themselves, with authority, to be the voice of
those who do not live in a vacuum. And they
say Rives has damaged the reputation of the
university.
At the base of these two conflicting positions, the two senates have been at loggerheads.
If both sides of the committee can resolve
basic differences of opinion on issues like this
then pr.ogress will be made. If only one side
fails, precious time has been wasted.

It was day-one of my life here
at Eastern Illinois, and I was •
already making arrangements for
my parents to mail me my fishing
pole.
"Now ma, remember, be sure
to UPS my Zebco as soon as you
get home, they don't serve
Sunday evening meals here."
"Yes dear."
"And ma, be sure to mall the
20-pound test line and my Babe
Winkleman Young Fisherman's Chris
tackle box too."
Seper
'"Yes dear."
------•
In a cold, cold world, I had
found a frrend. Sitting just outside my door, the
Carman Hall pond was going to be my salvation. I
imagined mys~lf sitting outside early morning
Sundays, reading poetry as I cast my line into the
middle of the pool, soon to catch what would turn out
to be my evening meal.
"Bring the fish-gutting equipment too ma."
"Yes, dear."
There has to be some fish in there, considering
there's no swimming allowed. It would seem only
natural.
Wouldn't it?
But to my despair, not a bass, carp or even a tasty
five-inch catfish inhabited the pond adjacent to my
nine-story freshman haven.
Tears streamed down my face as I stared out onto
the pond? If not for fishing at swimming, why didn't

they place it closer to the student rec center? The
they'd have a stinking bathroom. Did they place
there to serve as volleyball boundaries for Gree
Court? Did the International House apply politi
pressure? With the ski slope now in place, was it all
part of some fiendish plan to make Carman a wint
wonderland? Why? Why? Why?
Is it Stan Rives fault?
Or, is it a water retention facility, created about
years ago, used to help the water drain from Gr
Court and the surrounding buildings after it rains?
Suddenly, after a to the Physical Plant and a qui
talk with new physical plant director Carol Strode,
tears dried up, the accusations stopped. There was
story in this, just a rational explanation and a ve
rational answer.
just like there was for the missing rec center ba
rooms.
just like there is for the silence in the Rives pr
dential evaluation.
The problem was an overeager freshman repo
at a politically battered and extremely vulnerab
school, trying to get a leg up and dig up a story t
wasn't even there.
So now here I sit - as I oftentimes do in the ne
room with my pad and pen - alone in my dorm, j
me, my zebco, 20-pound test line, tackle box and g
ting kit, fishing out my sixth floor window, trying
catch a condor.
They like worms, don't they?

Chris Seper is a Minority Today photo editor an
columnist forThe Daily Eastern News

Editorial

I've never been drunk,
but I've often been overserved.
George Gobel
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Your turn
Pearson's column
handled child
abuse too lightly
I am concerned by the tone and
the tenor of Ms. PealS91l's editorial,
"Latoya Jackson, newest sleeze
(sic) writer." Ms. Pearson seems to
say that she doesn't believe Ms.
Jackson's allegations of child abuse,
primarily because she's suspicious
of the circumstances, e.g., the possible profit motive. She also seems
to say, or at least imply, that even
if it did happen, she, Ms. Jackson,
shouldn't be such a shiner since
her parents provided her with
wealth and privilege. As Ms.
Pearson's opinions encompass
many common myths and misunderstandings regarding sexual
abuse, I am especially concerned
by the editorial.
To begin with, it is relatively rare
for a child or adult to lie about sexual abuse. Those instances in which
the allegations are shown to be

unfounded most often are child
custody cases. Even then false allegations are rare.
Many things argue against making false accusations. The Individual making the allegations can anticipate a largely negative reaction (to
wit Ms. Pearson's letter).
Sometlm~s the family abandons
the accuser and accuses the accuser of disloyalty or selling them out.
These and other factors makes confronting your abuser a frightening
experience, so it is not surprising
that many accusations are not
aired until adulthood. After all how
many children or, for that matter,
how many adults have the courage
and wisdom to act otherwise.
Personally, I have worked with
hundreds of sexual abuse victims
and offenders, yet I don't know if
Ms. Jackson was sexually abused as
I do not know her nor her parents.
I can ' t help but wonder what
makes M s. Pearson so quick to discount her allegations.
It is my opinion that what is

really at the h~ of Ms. Pearson'
complaint is envy. She often co
ments on the Jackson's wealth
privilege (even when it seem
totally irrelevant). I wonder if
really grates her Is that Ms. ja
had such a prtvlleged life. I sym
thJze with those who feel that
wealtJ'l of our society is unequal
and unfairly distributed and th
many suffer because of It
However, to tell somebody to sh
up and take it (which sounds di
turbingly like what a rapist woul
say), because all things consider
they have it pretty well is callo
and cruel. Obviously, Ms. Pearso
doesn't think so, but on this may
even Homey would say, "I think
so."

Kudos cartoonist!
Dear editor:
The cartoon tribute to Dr. Seuss
was great (editorial page 4, Sept.
26 ). I will surely miss his funny
rhymes and stories. Your cartoonist
did a fantastic job.
Name withheld by request

Tuesday, October 1, 1991
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Eastern hopes. to raise
By GRACE BORRIES
Staff writer

Eastern officials are hoping to
raise $25,000 in the 1991 United
Way Fund Drive that is currently
underway on campus.
The goal of the Eastern Coles
County United Way for this year
is $100,000. As a large contributor to the United Way for several
years, Eastern hopes to raise onefourth of that goal.
Economics professor Ed Corley said he is in his first year as
the campus' overall coordinator
for the drive, and he is also one of
the 35 building captains on campus.
His main responsibility as a building captain is to contact all of the
employees in his department
about volunteering for the United
Way.
Corley said that everyone he
has approached about volunteer-

ing has been "very receptive."
"The United Way is a good opportunity to give to a large number of people," Corley said.
The United Way contributes to
24 agencies throughout Coles
County. Some of these agencies
include the.Boy Scouts, Camp
New Hope, the Coles County
Council on Aging, the Red Cross,
the Big Brother/Big Sister program, the Charleston Community
Day Care and the Central East
Alcohol and Drug Council (Hour
House).
"In my opinion, all of the agencies are worthy of donation," Corley said.
Judy Brown of the Hour House
said her organization depends on
help from the United Way in order to serve the people who benefit from the programs offered at
the Hour House.
Some of the programs provided to children and adults at the

$2~,000

Hour House include: a detoxication unit, intense residential treatment, out-patient treatment, Driving Under the Influence treatment
and adolescent treatment.
According to Brown, the budget for the Hour House has been
cut by one-fourth this year, so it
must rely on more outside help.
"The United Way provides
money to help carry out the programs we (Hour House) offer,"
Brown said.
•
The official contributing period
for the United Way campaign is
from Sept. 18 to Nov. 22, 1991.
The money raised will go toward
the 1992 budget allocated for the
agencies.
According to Corley, people
on campus interested in contributing can donate in the form
of a check or payroll deduction.
He also said that volunteers can
donate any time of the year, not
just during the campaign period.

Seminar offers study tips Tuesday
By RANA WOODSON
Staff writer·

Step on a crack ...
Tom Lyne, a Physical Plant employee, measures for repair cracks in
the parking lot adjacent to the police station.

Black Student Union to decide ·
on new vice president Tuesday
y ELLIOTT PEPPERS
~taff

writer

The Black Student Union will
nounce Tuesday whether or
ot it has selected a new vice
resident, according to BSU
arliamentarian Robin Wil"The vice president's position
s still on the table," Williams
"d.

She said the BSU executive
ard had not made a decision
'or a new vice president because
SU president Kevin Evans
asn't present at the board's
1eeting to pick a new vice president.
Former vice president Ron
innerman resigned last week
'or "personal reasons."
Zinnerman said he did want
comment further on his reas for resignation, but added
.t he could no longer be- vice
sident.

'nority issues.
Williams said Evans failed to
.ow up at the Sunday meeting
'or unknown reasons. "We are
ill unable to contact Kevin

Eastern students will be provided Tuesday with
an opportunity to brush up on their study skills in
a life skills seminar sponsored by the Counseling
Center.
The seminar; which will be held at noon Tuesday in the Charleston-Mattoon room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union, will focus on
students' study skills.
Laurie Ann Zak, a second-year academic adviser at Eastern and a second-time semester presenter, said the objective of the seminar is to provide
learning skills such as organization, reading techniques and note taking skills, as well as many
other small, important tips that students can use in
their study habits.
"These are general study skills that students can
start with for their midterms and hopefully carry
through to their finals," Zak said.
Although the seminar will be held during many
students' lunch hour, Zak believes it will not
affect the turnout ratio.

(Evans) to determine why he
missed the meeting and to
reschedule another meeting,"
Williams added Monday.
Williams said Evans had
apparently not returned from a
weekend trip home. She said if
all of the executive board is
unable to meet and appoint a
new vice president by Tuesday's
meeting, the new vice president
will definitely be selected by
next week's meeting.
"The vice president's position
is a very important one and we
will have to have made the
selection by next week," she
BY CASSIE SIMPSON
added.
Activities editor
Williams said so far only two
applicants, whose names she
Brigit Pegeen Kelly will be
asked to be withheld, for a posi- the featured reader of Dylan
tion as a BSU administrative Thomas'.poetry at a poetry reading 7:30 p.m. Tuesday at the
assistant have been submitted.
The two positions are current- Dudley House, 895 7th St.
"Brigit Kelly is originally
ly held by Tyrone Gray and
from Indiana," English professor
Tamika Porter, who are being
John Guzlowski said. "She's
interviews for selection of the currently teaching creative writnew vice president.
ing at the University of Illinois.
The BSU will hold its meet"Kelly was the the 1987 wining at 6 p.m. Tuesday in the ner of the Yale Series of
Martinsville room of the Martin Younger Poets Award," GuzlowLuther King Jr. University . ski said.
According to Guzlowski, Kelly
Union.
gave a reading of her own poet-

Gue~st

"I don't see too much of a problem," Zak said.
Many times students have smaller class loads on
Tuesdays and Thursdays than any other days, so
the time of the seminar is no problem, she added.
If there are problems, Zak said she hopes it
won't be in the area of picking up useful tips that
will help encourage good study skills. She said
she hopes students will leave the seminar with at
least one tip they can use.
"It would be great if each person would take
one tip home - whether it was study or scheduling
- take one tip home that could help him or her
progress," Zak said.
After two semesters of presenting the class, Zak
said she's learned she must listen more to students
suggestions, and provide more new sources that
will help improve the one-time semester seminar
class. She also noted that presenting this seminar
helps her reach out further to students than what
her advisory position can do.
"It's just another way to reach out to students
than just on a one-to one basis," Zak said. "I want
to help them get them most out of their college
career."

poet to read Dylan Thomas
ry last spring at the Tarble Arts
Center.
Kelly will read the poetry of
Dylan Thomas, who was a "very
impassioned and dramatic"
reader of poetry in his own
right, Guzlowski said.
"He would read half his own
and half of other poets' (poetry
in a reading)," Guzlowski said .
"He was an interesting poet."
According to Guzlowski, a
few of Thomas' most famous
poems include "A Child's
Christmas In Wales," "Fern
Hill" and "Do Not Go Gentle Into That Good Night."
"He's from Wales, England,"
Guzlowski said of Thomas.

"He's known not just for his
poetry, but also for his own very
spirited reading.
"He was a very successful
poet who drank himself to death
in the mid '50's," he added.
Guzlowski said Kelly will
read Thomas' poetry for about
20 minutes and then there will
be an "open reading" so that
anyone who wants to can read
their own poetry or poetry written by other poets.
- "Students, townspeople and
people from the English department will be reading (poetry in
the "open reading")," Guzlowski
said. "It'll last about one and a
half hours."

ommittee designates goals for year Senate sub-committee keeps
Improvement and getting the
its more involved are just two
the goals that this year's
nmittee on Student Awareness
planned.
"We want students more aware
we are available and that we
it to work to improve things on
pus," said Amy Smith, chair
'or the Committee on Student
·~areness.

One way in which the commithopes to reach students is by
ing up suggestion boxes to put
·,n the residence halls and the
in Luther King Jr. University
',on. Students will be able to give
ist

complaints or ideas in the suggestion boxes about things on campus
that need to be improved.
"We want ideas and awareness
from the students," Smith said.
A new idea, which will be going
into effect this Friday, will be a fullpage Student Senate newsletter
called the "Student Voice," which
will run regularly in the Daily
Eastern News. Smith said the committee hopes that the Student Voice
will help in their goals of informing
students about activities and issues
that are relevant to them.
Another informative goal that
will go into effect, Smith added, is
publicizing information about new
organizations in the glass cases of
the union.

"This will hopefully helps us
work more closely with new organizations and to give them some recognition," Smith said.
Student Awareness also plans to
work closely with BACCHUS
(Boosting Alcohol Consciousness
Concerning the Health of
University Students) on Alcohol
Awareness Week and helping the
Student Senate Election Committee
on election turnouts.
"Our goal is to help them work
for a bigger voter turnout," Smith
said. "We basically just want students to talk to us and get a hold of
us. We just want information on
problems or improvements which
could be helpful to improving our
campus.

track of legislation, bylaws
By ANN GILL
Student government editor

Approving legislation and
keeping track of bylaws are
just two of the duties of the
Student Senate Legislative
Leadership committee.
The committee, headed by
senate Speaker Blake Wood, is
a senate sub-committee comprised of the chairs of the senates' standing committees.
"We can approve legislation
or send it on without comment," Wood said in regards to
resolutions drafted by members

of the senate's committees. The
Legislative Leadership committee is also responsible for
keeping up on the senate's bylaws.
The senate's bylaws were rewritten last year by Wood and
include the addition of new
standing committees, one being
the appropriations and judiciary committee.
In addition to the bylaws,
approving students for a position in an open senate seat is
also a part of the committee's
duties.
Recently the committee has

Tuesday,

$1 billion deal
announced
in Exxon case

·American children's grades
continue to remain under par
WASHINGTON (AP) America's school children have
made up the ground they had lost
in math, reading, writing and science achievement since the 1970s
but are still far short of where they
need to be, the Education
Department said Monday.
Education Secretary Lamar
Alexander said, "Children seem to
be learning a lot because compared with what parents learned
20 years ago it is a lot. But the
problem is, compared with what
children are learning in Seoul and
Tokyo and parts of Europe and all
around this world, it is not good
enough." "Our performance falls
short of the standards we need to
meet to compete effectively in the
global economy," added Colorado
Gov. Roy Romer, former chairman of the National Education

Goals Panel.
The Education Department and
. the goals panel released a series of
reports that painted a bleak overall
picture of academic achievement
nationwide, though they did show
recovery from declines between
.lhe 1970s and 1980s.
"It's good that we're on an
upward trend, but I don't think

this is the time to relax," said
Diane Ravitch, assistant secretary
of education for educational
research and improvement.
"The achievement trend lines
are essentially flat over the past 20
years." The new reports showed
that white children still outperform black and Hispanic youths at
all age levels and in all subjects
though the gap in achievement
levels decreased. Asian-American
pupils and children from the
Pacific Islands exceeded by large
margins whites and all other
minorities in mathematics, one
report showed.
The department's report was
accompanied by still another set
of figures - a Nation's Report
Card that compared for the first
time what children actually know
in math with what education leaders think they should know.
That report by the National
Assessment of Educational
Progress said just over 60 percent
of children in grades four, eight
and 12 can perform simple math
problems using basic skills.
However, less than 20 percent of
those in the three grades can tackle solid grade-level work.

ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) The state and federal governments
announced Monday a new $1 billion deal with Exxon Corp. to settle
government litigation over the
nation's worst oil spill.
Under the agreement, which
drew criticism from environmentalists and must be approved by a federal judge in Anchorage, Exxon and
its shipping subsidiary agreed to
plead guilty to four misdemeanors.
Two federal felony' pollution
charges will be dropped.
The settlement, like the previous
one, would be the largest of an
environmental damage case in U.S.
history.
It's slightly different from the
agreement that was rejected by a
federal judge and Alaska legislators
last spring. Exxon will pay only
$25 million more than what it
would have paid under that first
deal.
Exxon agreed to a $150 million
criminal fine, with $125 million of
it forgiven "in recognition of the
company's voluntary expenditures"
on spill cleanup, the Justice
Department said.
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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN HAVING
SERIOUS FUN?

I

I
I
I
I
I WHAT IS ROTARACT?
I

I
I
I
I
I

Rotaract Is worldwide organlzadon of young men and women ages 18 through 30 who
believe they can make a difference. Through community and International service projects, Rotaractors help Improve the lives of the people around them. By doing this, they
also develop leadership skllis, professional skllls and establish a network of friends.

1
I MEMBERSHIP?

I
I
BENEMS?
III area.
I MEETING?
I The first informational meeting will be held on:

Anyone can join who Is between the ages of I 8 and 30. This lndudes members of the
Charleston community, the EIU community (students, faculty,&. staff), and the Lakeland
college community.

- Serious fun annd social activities.

Wednesday, October 2
7:00 PM

t _-~ ~:~~E~ ~ :~·~~l~N-
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Free Music Night
Little Kings 25(: Each
Corona for $1.50
Everyone - Giant Drafts for $1.25
No Cover
Check out our D.J.
Rick Bray's Sound &.. Li ht Show
<l

Do-

Come and Get I-It!
All You Can Eat Buffet
-Pizza
-Spaghetti
-Garlic Bread -Salad Bar

$4.49

plustax

Every Tuesday 5-9 p.m.
Children 10 & under eat for $2

Jerry's Pizz
4th & Lincoln

345-284

THE WORLD AFFAIRS FORUM OF MT. VERNON
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Eastern Illinois University
Regional Superintendent of Schools for
Clark/Coles/Cumberland/Edgar/Moultrie/Shelby Counties
Educational Service Center #15
and the
World Affairs Council of Effingham
present
DR. VERA TEIXEIRA
Department of Hispanic Studies
Northwestern University/Evanston
in a lecture entitled

"BRAZIL: THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES AS CULTURAL REFLECTION"

Developement of leadership skills.
- Developement of professional skllls.
Professional networking - The Rotaract Oub Is sponsored by the Charleston Rotary Club.
This Is a great chance to meet people who are In the businesses and professions In this

1

<1

.J

on
Wednesday, October 2, 7:30 p.m.
·Tarble Arts Center
Eastern Illinois University/Charleston
Major Support Provided by
The Illinois Humanities Council
The National Endowment for the Humanities
and General Assembly of State of Illinois
•••Students & Faculty are cordially invited•••

WASHINGTON (AP)
:rica's.most powerful and modweapons will still be ready, in
'ssile silos on land and aboard
1uclear submarines prowling the
eans, even after the cutbacks
sident Bush is ordering in the
ion's arsenal.
"The world has changed, but
surance is still a good idea,"
:fense Secretary Dick Cheney
'id over the weekend. "Under this
an, we believe we will have
1ough." And "enough" means
me 2,000 nuclear warheads
:ady to be hurled aloft by 550
1tinental nuclear missiles, as
:11 as the more than 5,000 nuclear
1eads that could be launched
the Navy's 24 ballistic missile

submarines.
The core of the nation's nuclear
defense remains a mighty one, particularly until the Soviets say they
are willing to agree to further cuts
in the most deadly - the landbased, multiple-warhead ballistic
missiles.
Even though Bush ordered
startling cuts in the nation's arsenal
of nuclear weaponry, much
remains untouched by his initiative.

1y speech, the presi't o sharply reduce the
er Qt nuclear anns used at sea
and on the battlefield, known as
tactical nuclear weapons. He also
took off hair-trigger alert status the
front line of tbe nation's nuclear
bomber forces, as well as the oldest
sector of its intercontinental ballistic missiles, the Minuteman Ils.
But the premier weaponry will
remain in place.
"We are doing nothing that
would put the nation at risk," Gen.
Colin Powell said.
Bush ordered the 450 singlewarhead Minuteman II missiles
off alert and accelerated moves
that will mean their eventual
elimination.

BELL'S FLOWER CORNER

~

1335 MONROE

arrest of Aristide, who became
Haiti's first freely elected president
in February, capped a harrowing
uprising that claimed at least 26
lives and began with mutinies
Sunday night at a training camp and
a police station in the capital area.
Sabalat said a loyal captain was
killed when the rebels, who
claimed Aristide had interfered in
internal army affairs, battled their
way into the National Palace

.

345-3919

TONIGHT AT

THIKSTY'S
LAR9E
DRAITS

atian president arrested by rebel soldiers._
PORI'-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) :ident Jean-Bertrand Aristide
arrested Monday afternoon by
:bel soldiers at the National
:, the foreign minister said
"The president and his staff have
arrested and taken to the army
lquarters," said the foreign
"1ster, Jean-Robert Sabalat. He
The Associated Press the gov1t was negotiating "to at least
,ve the president'-s life." The

·DOZEN RED ROSES
~
$14.95 WRAPPED
·
DOZEN SWEETHEART ROSES _
$ 10.95 VASED
cash-n-cany

about 5:30 p.m. EDT.
The uprising occurred only four
days after Aristide addressed the
United Nations on his first trip to ·
the United States since becoming
president of this coup-prone
Caribbean nation.
Aristide said Thursday that his
address to the U.N. General
Assembly the day before had
marked the end of Haiti's dark past
of dictatorship.

10¢

PITCHERS 7 5¢
New Shots at the

ORIGINAL SHOOTER BARii

Sell unwanted items in
The News classifieds
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GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK .
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everyone saves at our p
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A Large . (16")
:
.
I
Sausage Pizza : ··

~l\L!Jl!

(TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY ONLY)

$6.95 '
.

.

Good on Carey-Out & Delivery 7 Days a Week.
PLUS a 32 oz. Ice Cold Soft Drink for just $1.09.
Offer Expires Ocfober 10. 19.91.

ALL MERCHANDISE

':

1/2 OFF OR MORE

I
I
I

$9.99

~INSIDE~

Stretch It At .

QUILTLINED

EIU

(values to $39.95)

BACKPACKS

JACKETS

STILL

$15.00 OFF
FINALLY!

•I
348-7515 I
I
I
I
I
PLEASE PRESENT THIS COUPON WHEN PICKING uP ORDER

The EIU Bud and Miller Shirts
are back in stock
Thanks for wait.ing!!

909 18th Street
Charleston

SPECIAL RACK
OF SWEATSHIRTS

$5.00 OFF

T-SHIRTS

$2.00 OFF

I
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We're looking for seniors who like
working with an kinds of hardware.
,

Careers in data .proces.Wg, accounting, actuarial, and auditing at State Fann.
At State Fann, \ve understand the concept of "worlC' Believe it or not, we also understand the
concept of "play:',
.
Thats becarise we don't think you can be really outstanding at the first without having an
appreciation for the second. Which is exactly why a career at State Fann in Bloomington could be the
ideal place f9r you.
. You'll work for pne ofthe countcys mo&. respected companies on the most advanced computer
equipment in the industzy. You'll be challenged and stimulated. You'll be rewarded with excellent pay
and benefits. You'll make your classmates very envious.
Whats more, you'll also have time to appreciate the finer things in life. Thats because Bloomington isn't just a ~t place to start a career, its a great place to live, to enjoy, to start a family (if,
indeed, you're reaay to start thinking about that).·In addition to the cornrnunitys pleasant neighborhoods, inviting park5, and other recreational facilities, you'll find two universities that offer a host of
cultural and social activities to take advantage of.
.
v.
Ifyou're a senioc with a math, accounting, data p~, ITATI .alM
or computer science backluound, come talk to us at your
...A...
college placement office. We're looking for people who are . .
motivated and outgoing. People WOO enjoy challenges On the
INIUIANC~
job -. and aw:iy fro~ it After all, you're no! just looking for a Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois.
great JOb. You re looking for a great way of life.
An equal opportunity employer.

State rann
Insurance

Co
•
mp3Dles

Dorm size refrigerators and
microwave ovens for rent. Carlyle
Rentals. 820 Lincoln Street. 3487746.

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All dassified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the following days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessaiy to omit an advertisement.

~-~------12/6

Need a DJ? Call HIGH OUTPUT
Sound & Light DJ Service.
Da_nces, parties, weddings, all
occasions. 345-9549.

NOW HIRING, 4.60/HR., full-time
and part-time developmental
trainers to work with developmental I y disabled adults. SOME
FULL-TIME BENEFITS AVAILABLE. Apply in person 738 18th
St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/6
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
fisheries.
Earn
$5,000+/month. Free transportation! Room & Board! Over 8,000
openings. No experience necessary. Male or Female. Get the
early start that is necessary. For
employment program call Student
Employment Services at 1-206545-4155 ext. 81.
~--------10/11
Looking for a top fraternity, sorority or student organization that
would like to make $500-$1500
for a one week marketing project
right on campus. Must be organized and hard working. Call Tad
at 800-592-2121.
=-=~=~
10/1
DELIVERY DRIVERS wanted for
full and part time positions. Must
be at least 18 years old and have
proof of insurance. Apply in person at Jimmy Johns Sub Shop
located 1417 4th Str. before
11 :00 a.m. & after 2:00 p.m.

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OmRED
TRAININ<i/ScHOOLS

HUP WANTED
WANTED
ADOPTION

RIDES/RIDERS

ADOPTION: Give your baby a
future. We can provide love and
laughter in our warm country
home, financial security, and an
education. Childless couple, full
time mom. Private and confidential. Legal and medical expenses
paid. Call Collect: Joe and Sandy
815-376:4102- or our attorney,
Theresa 309-686-1089.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/2
ADOPTION: Make our dream come
true. Give your baby a chance for a
wonderful life in a small town with
educated parents, and a loving family
nearby. A new home, financial security, love, laughter, and a bri~ht future
await a very lucky baby. Call Nancy
and John at (309)696-2891 or o.ur
attorney, theresa at (309)686-1089.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14

FOR SALE

&. FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Name:

~------------------

Address:

---------~---------'-

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _Students 0 Yes O No

Ad to read:

BRECKEN

lllYUf,..,,, B . . . .DI

CALL 1 800-950 8472 c•t 50

9 Pundit
14 Memorable
Belgian
comp-osersinger
15 Sicilian smoker
16 Desirous
tune: 1935
20 Bird's morsel
21 Get the goose
ready
22 Mortarboard
pendants

-2-1•5,IORlNIGHTS

AUKS

,....,.12'1·59tt

30Egg: Comb
55Quondam
Empire State '
form
nine
31 Bird life
34 Industrial staple 59 Senseless
60 Myanmar,
35 Actor Guinness
Kampuchea,
36 Romberg
etc.
musical: 1945
61 Fields, to Nero
39Alain's dream
62 Napoleon
creator
40 Knick foe
- 63 Buck, e.g.
41 Wee
64 Songs of sorts
42 A Gershwin

53 Festival site in
ancient Greece

no. words/days_ _ _ _ _;_•~Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Payment:

0

Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
·
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY·NO EXCEPTIONS
·
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
·&:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Fresh Prince
Blossom

Major Dad

Movie:

Murphy Brown

-

NFL Football

Carolina

Designing Women

New York Jets

Skeletons

Northern Exposure

at Chicago Bears

News

News
M*A*S*H

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day o
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Ex
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Camp
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Satur
Sund'.!Y ev~nt.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be publi
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or co
,conflicting information will not be run.

2

Late Night

17

20

DOWN
1 Rhyme scheme
for a quatrain
2 Vinegar vial
3Aquanum
favorite
4 Bad-mouths
s Gymnast's goal
6 Choke
7 Sten and
Karenina
8 Babble
bellicosely
9 Places for
certain turtles
1 o "Red River" star
11 Past
12 Matelot's milieu
·13Annoy
1a William Blake
was one
19Bleached
23 Basic
25 Fireballer Ryan
. 26 Partner of each
27111

39
42
45

59

62

32 Yale, to Harvard
33 Bangkok-toHano1 dir.
34 Hubbell
teammate
35 Rue Morgue
murderer
36 "Ex.odus"
author

•

•

•

•

..

•

News
Love Conn.

•

•

•

•

'

•••

1

••••••

NFL Match-up

Murder, She

Where is

at Expos

Wrote

Carmen San diego

Change

Water Skiing

WWF

Amer. Experience

at Phillies

Movie: Silence

55 Highchair w
56 Genetic fa
57 Roble or
durmast
58 Bireme
implement

MacGyver
Public People ...

~

Next Generation
Arsenio

Hire
Gary Shandlin

· Movie
...

Global Climate

World Away

John Wayne

Star Trek: The

'
'., " ................ ... "" ..........' .
..............

.

Future Conditional

Norman Rockwell

Firing Line

Spenser For:

Dad's Army
Movie: The
Sky's the Limit

Equalizer
NFL Great Mom.

Natural World

of the Heart

Wrestling
Powerboat Racin

• . . • • .. • .. . t-.

54Trade. arrangeme
phrase

37 Old Guard
commander at
Waterloo

Schaap Talk

Sportscenter

Hard Copy

43 Informal party
44 Tyke
46 Unaccompanied
47 Meatheaded
48 Like Lear
49Last word
so Kind of cloth
52 Pair

38 "Sleepy Hollow"
tale

Baseball Ton.

Current Affair

4

14

News
Tonight

3

43 Messy place
44 Nails holder
45 Deli selection
47 French
encyclopedistphilosopher
51 Like cheaters'
dice

aq _____Compositor _ _ _ __
Check

'1!J'

10Ll.Fllll-·-

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.c:.__

0
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Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Cash

~

toth ANNUAL
COLUGIAT•
WllfnlllKI

2~ High-seas alert

0

,

For your fratemltv
sorority, team or oilier
campus organization.
MIO&Ull&l' NO

. 24 Bordorn and
Papas
28 Mao follower

Person accepting

.J

RAISING

17 Vernon Duke

Dates to run ------------'-------

"

VAIL/BEAVER~

1 B1blical book

Ao FORM

10th ANNIVERSARY

~

o·

STEAMS~
fB7

5 Autocrat

CLASSIFIED

....

~---------10/1

NSSLHA will have their 1st formal meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. in
201. Bring your own drinks and $1 for pizza.
RHA HAUNTED HOUSE there will be a meeting tonight at B:30 p.
Thomas Basement. Anyone welcome. - ·
DELTA SIGMA THETA will have Sweetest Day Grams on Thurs.,
3 in Coleman Hall.
DEL TA SIGMA THETA will have Fall Rush on Oct. 2 at 6:00
SHARP in the Effingham Room. Please wear business attire.
DELTA SIGMA THETA will have a Bake Sale on Wed., Oct. 2 in
man Hall.
CAMPUS BIBLE STUDY will have their weekly meeting today at 1
noon in the Panther Lair North, Union.
BLACK STUDENT UNION today is the last day to submit applica
for Duke and Dutchess Contest. Please submit applications by
p.m.
NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION PLANNING COMMITTEE will h
meeting today at 4:00 p.in. in the Effingham Room. All faculty, staff
students are welcome to attend.
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY will be visited by Hospital Program
tors from 3 Chicago area hospitals. They will talk with students
their clinical programs, required for the Med Tech degree. All inter
students are invited.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST Prime Time is Oct. 1 at 6:30
in the Charleston/Mattoon Room. Mike Batley from the University
nois will be speaking on "contentment."
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB will have a speaker tonight at 6:00 p.m. ii\
Psychology Lounge. John Grimes will speak on Clinical Psych
and private practice. All majors invited to attend.
NRHH will have a meeting tonight at 6:00 p.m. in the Effingham R
BACCHUS wil~have a meeting tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the Oakland
New members always welcome!
APICS will have a m!'leting tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Lumpkin 29.
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY, INC. the Neophyte will begin prom
1O p.m. Oct. 5 at the University Union.
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY, INC. will have Rush on Oct. 7 at
p.m. at the Afro American Culture Center. All questions and other
mation will be given at this meeting. If interested please attend.
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY, INC. will have Zeta NightCap W
Thurs. from 10:30 a.m.-12:30 a.m. Sign ups will be in Taylor Hall
dinner time today and at the bake sale table on Wednesday.
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY, INC. will have a Bake Sale Oct. 2 f
a.m.- 3 p.m. in Coleman Hall. Don't forget to sing up for your
NightCap.
•
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For Rent: 1-2 bedroom apt. Furnished. Available now or Spring
sem. 348-5937.
;:-:--,.-------,--~10/2
Male roommate needed. Close to
campus. 165 mo + 32.50 electric.
1 month rent free. 581-2237 Iv.
msg.
:;:-,-,---..,.,--~~--10/7
Subleaser Needed Female. 1
Block from Campus. GREAT
OPPORTUNITY! Rent free Iii
January. $1 OS/month. (708)2443429.
~---------10/4
Needed: 1-2 or 3 subleasors for
spring semester. Close to campus. Own rooms. Summers free.
345-7965.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __.c:.__ _ 1014
Three bedroom house and apartment for rent for two people available January 1. Call 345-3059.
-=-c--~-~~---10/11
Classifieds sell!

JANUARY SEMESTER BREAK

Have something to sell? Need a
place to live? Want to adopt?
Check out the Classifieds of"The
Daily Eastern News. For your
convenience, we accept Visa and
Mastercard.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1011

FOR RENT

Dorm size refrigerator and
microwave . for rent. Carlyle
Rentals 820 Lincoln St. 3487746.
'
=--o---,--~~-~_;·_12/6
2 bedroom, furnished apartment
for 2 people. Includes dishwasher, carpeting, central heat & air.
Close to campus. $220/month per
person. Carlyle Rentals. 3487746.
,

r

~--------10/8

ROOMMAilS

The
Daily

~--------10/9

_____

TRAVEL

LOST

We are a childless couple with a
close, loving relationship; supportive families; good friends; beautiful
home; financial security; and a
strong faith-everything except a
child. We will pay counselling, medical, and legal expenses. Call Mike
and Barb collect. (708) 535-0361.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/3
ADOPTION: We are a loving, married
couple who want to adopt a healthy
newborn. Our six year old adopted
daughter would love a baby sister or
brother. Legal and confidential. Medical, legal expenses paid. Call collect
217-999-2157. Brian and Ann.

Party
••••

Racquet Squad
Mohawk

Beyond 2000

Molly Dodd

.

Safari

',\•\:,,.~·.._~·-~9~f~#"... • :~'-'
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1y CD player $50, Advent digisound processor $150. Four
Bose speakers w/equalizer,
radio cassette $200. More
7282.

•

1217

•• inavox stereo $30. Realistic
·eo $125. Marantz Equalizer
1p. $60. Zenith 12" speakers
5. 348-5460.

•

1217

987 Chevette 4 speed AM/FM
1ette, new tires, looks great,
good 75,000 miles $2300.00
:92.

1968 Chevele SS396 4-speed
posi, power steering $2500.00
345-1118.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217

1982 Dodge 400 CONVERTIBLE.
Good condition . $1800 O.B.O.
Call Ken 345-9735.
·
-~~~~----,-=-~1217
1984 Honda Aero 125 Scooter.
Excellent condition. $600.00 3452333 or 348-5808.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217

2 15" MTX SPEAKER BOX
WOOTERS #350. LIKE NEW.
MARY JO 581 -2917.

----~...,..----1217

,.___ _ _ _ _ _ _1217
· · ·:5 Dodge 600 All electric very
d condition $4,500. 1976
IC Hornet good 850.00 345-

15.

____ _ _ _ _ _1217
,,mals for Sale. $75 to $100.
lzes 3 and 5. Call Kelly after
pm 348-7732.
.-----~-...,..--~1217
sale one Remington Electric
ling machine CHEAP. 34517.

,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217
~

Honda Magna 750cc Looks

id runs excellent! Must sell

,150080. Call 581-5477.
------...,..----1217

. - SO Mazda Rx7. New paint,
itch, tires. 104,000 miles .
OBO. 348-7825.

.......__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217
YAMAHA
FZ
600
1ite/blue, quick, low miles,
tires, runs greatl Must sell,
345-9129.

m---:-"7"""""--:--=-:=-:::-::-::---:-1217

11111als for sale $25-$65 sizes 9• Call Mary at 581-3215.

_ _ _ _ __ _ _1217
· KZ650 6500 mi. Runs and
great. $750.00 348-1983.

1217

....
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~
COM~T. 3.5" HIGH DENSITY COMA DISKS $1.25 ea. WHILE
LAST. BRAD 2836.

,___ _ _ ______1217

1als very nice. Lavender and
111 blue. Worn once. Size 8/9.

1987 Honda CRX 40-50 mpg, silver, clean, exc. cond., 57,xxx,
$6300. Call 581-2141.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/2
1983
Chevette
high
mileage(highways), new tires,
AM/FM Cassette, runs well. 3456969 or 618-793-2559.($800).
1216
-19"""'9--:-2--:-N-u=D=E-,C'"""o,...,,E=D-C"'"A~L=E.,...,N=DAR .
. . featuring nude Illinois college
women. MAIL $9.95 to: COED
CALENDAR, P.O. BOX 434 E,
DEKALB, IL. 60115.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/2
DISK SALE - 3.5 dsdd 49 cents
each. 3.5 hd 99 cents each .
Limit of 5. Coles County Office
Products on the north side of the
square.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/4
Student Computer Special. 286
with 40 mb hard drive and printer.
Only $999. Coles County Office
Products on the north side of the
square.
_ _ _ _ _ _____10/4
Need to fax something? Let
Coles County Office Products
send an_
d receive your faxes .
Call 345-4944 or visit us on the
north side of the square.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/4
Computer software books now in
stock. 20% off introductory offer.
Coles County Office Products on
the north side of the square.
- - - - - - - -.,---10/4
Stereo system in cabinet $60 also
smaller system $30. 345-6987.
-----~----10/1
Just Spences Resale 1148 6th.
60's, 70's, and current style clothing. Tuesday-Saturday 1 p.m.-5
p.m. We're an adventure. Home
345-1469.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/3

OBO 348-5541 .

~...,..-----...,..--=-~1217

Kawasaki 600 KLR White
lurro Rebuilt in July. $1000
. 581-3482 leave message.
____ _ _ _ _ _ _12/7
edo swim suit size 10. Ladies
'tr worn tags are attached
1.00

--------~1217

11th 25" console TV $150.
·antz speakers (165 watts)
5/pai.r. Realistic DX-440 All1d communication receiver
. More. 345-4426 after 10

~-------1217

Lost pair of red-rimmed, metalframed eyeglasses September 3.
If found, call 345-6808 or 5816225.
=--.,...,.---,----,..-.,--,..,-,.,.---10/1
Found in Andrew's Hall parking
lot. A stuffed bear can be picked
up at Andrew's Front Desk.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/1 ·
Lost: Speech Communications
Book in Coleman Hall. Please call
Mari 3957 if found. Reward
involved.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/1

FOUND: Adult cat. Grey with
brown and black. Flea collar on.
Please describe. Call 581-3259.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/30
FOUND: In Stevenson Computer
Lab - Walkman. Call Chris or
Rich. 581-5506.
=,..,.,....,=-..,,,....-,----,-.._,....,...,..,~10/2
.FOUND: Red and Gold Trimmed
Glasses in Science Building Room 332 9/24. Call 581-2626.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/2
LOST: Shi tzu 1 O weeks old.
Brown and white. Reward 3451326.
=~=-=------..,,-1017
FOUND: Single key on 9th Street.
Claim at Daily Eastern News.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/3

We Pay Cash for Broken gold
jewelry, diamonds, class rings,
gold or silver coins & collection
modern & antique guns . The
Pawn Shop 518 6th On the
Square. 348-1011
-=~--~-~-~-c=-=_1217
ATTENTION ALL EASTERN
GREEKS: JUST ARRIVED AT
TOKENS "GREEK FRIENDSHIP
BRACELETS" AVAILABLE IN
YOUR COLORS.
_ __ _ _ _9127 10/1,3,7
HOMEY THE CLOW~ SAYS
"PEE WEE DON'T PLAY THAT!"
100% THICK COTTON l"EESHIRTS. COLLEGE SHIRTS
581-2403 DELIVERED.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/2
Mice, crickets, rats, newts, hamsters, ten gallon tanks $6.99.
MasterCardNisa. Petropics. !5th
and Madison. 348-1018.
10/1
A
..,..,T=T E""
N=T=
10..,.,
N,....
: -,D"""'A""'
R=T'""P""'"L...,.AY'""'ERS.
WIN $100.
TOURNEY AT
MARTY'S. DOUBLE-BLIND
CRICKET $40 2ND, $30 3RD, 32
TO ENTER. DRAW PARTNERS.
$5.00 ENTRY. SIGN UP NOW!
THURSDAY 10/3 7:00 P.M.
10/2
~H=E-Y--,F=u-T=u-R=-=E__,.L-,
A-W
~Y
~
ERS!

MOCK-TRIAL APPLICATIONS
ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN CH
2141. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL SCOTT 581-2987
OR BILL(ARNIE) 345-7461DEADLINE SOON!
,....,--,.....-...,,.......,-...,..--,,---~10/4

Monica Smith - Congratulations
on getting APO pledge class
president! I'm proud of you! Love,
Your Mom Jill/
10/1
=R=o=B_Y_N_M_C
~N
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Mom & Dad are watching you!
10/1
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RISON - HAVE A GREAT DAY!
LOVE, MOLLY.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/1
TROY SWANSON - PIKE thanks
for the shirt and being the BEST
A.G. Brother ever. Barndance
here we come! Delta Zeta love,
Teresa.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/1

lvin and Hobbes
l'M. PKLARIN.G
11-IE CRID..
B~~

IN

Tut. 't-ICXi:>S

S\G~ .

"(~l\lltt'S (~

H-=E=R=E~.s-T=o~B~R-O~T=H~E=R~STER-

Ll NG FOR EDUCATING THE
BIGGEST AND BEST DEL T
CLASS - "THE OOPSILONS".
WE HAVE THE NUMBERS!!
RIDE ON BROTHER! THOMAS
BIEWALD.
10/1
_M_A_R_Y_K_E~N-N_E_D_Y
___Y_O~U-AND
THE GIRLS DID A BEAUTIFUL
JOB FOR OUR ACTIVATION
PARTY. YOU'RE THE GREATEST SWEETHEART IN THE
WORLD!!
LOVE,
TOM
BIEWALD.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 10/1
JENNY LU, ANNA, CHAR, KIM,
AND AMY OF AST - THANKS
FOR THE SHOT AND CHASER!
LOVE, TOM .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/1
Roger - Congrats on going
Active! Let's go celebrate!! You're
the BEST!I Love Always, Susan.
=~--~~~,--=--10/1
STERLING TABOR - The road to
the badge was a little rough, but
you made it well worth it. Thanks
- You're the Best! T. WIELT.
---~-----10/1
STERLING - You're the best
Pledge Ed ever! We couldn't
have done it without you. Thanks.
K.P.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _10/1
Sterling, You couldn't have done
it any better! I couldn't have made
it without you. Thanks Bro! Mark.
-,------,----10/1
Pike football coaches are proud
of you. You guys were great in
Phi-esta bowl! Love Karey's and
Janet.
10/1
-H-A-LL-O
~W~E~EN-~
C
~O
~S
~T
=UME

RENTAL! Huge selection - very
reasonable rates. Be Smart!
Reserve early. Call 345-2617.
_ _- -_ _ _ca10/1,2,3,7,8
TOKENS FALL SIDEWALK
SALE TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
ONLY .
BARGAINS
GALORE!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/1
Sterling - Great Job all semester.
If it wasn't for you the oops
pledge would have never made it.
Thanks! Jason B.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _10/1
Sterling, THANKS for putting up
with all of us. Pledging was fun.
RickB.

MARY KENNEDY, THANKS FOR
EVERYTHING. YOU ' RE THE
BEST AND WILL ALWAYS BE
MY SWEETHEART. LOVE BRAD

I

~\
\

BUT

S\JP~t '{O\J

Sterling, You're the most wonderful Pledge Trainer ·1·11 cherish our
time together Forever more,
OOPS love, Drewpy.
10/1

N.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/1
Derek Miller: Hey Babe! Spending 6 hours in a car with you was
fun but next time let's not go to
Bradley. TURTLE LOVE, TURTLE LOVE, TURTLE LOVE,
Jenny.
---~--...,--.,.----10/1
Sterling, Great job w ith our
Pledge class. I and the rest of the
Oops will never forget it. Thanks
Peanut.
~------=--~10/1

Steve Macaluso, Thanks for
everything Big Bro, especially all
the rug burns. Keep up the good
work. BRAD.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _10/1
STERLING - Thanks for being a
great pledge ed, and helping me
out last semester. Oops Wolffy.
~-~~-,--------10/1
Mary K. Thanks for everything
you did for us . You made the
place look like a ballroom. You're
awesome. Love, Dennis.
~-~~----=-~10/'
Mary K., Great job on Saturday.
Thanks for being the best Delt
Sweetheart. Love, Bill.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _10/1
STERLING, Thanks for being a
great pledge ed. Keep up the
great work. Bill.
10/1
To my three story blonde, Happy
21st Birthday Your the Greatest!!
Love Ya, Keith (Vito).
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 10/1
James T. Waelde, Barn dance
was fun. Thanks for going with
me. Love, your full-time scam.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/1
Sterling, thanks for a great
semester, and Mary Nice job Saturday, Thanks Geno.
=--~--------,..-,10/1
Tracy Foley - you are doing a
super job with our pledges! Keep
up -the great work! PHI SIG
LOVE, JENNIE.
..,...---,,_..,.,,,..,.--,---,.,...-=,---:-10/1
Angella Shadwell: ''There's your
boyfriend!" - GOTCHA! PHI SIG
LOVE, JENNIE.
10/1
-J E
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DOON SOON FOR YOUR SEXY
BOYFRIEND OTAY BY GONZO.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/1
THE BEST PL EDGE ED". ST ERLING - THANKS FOR
STICKING BY UNTIL ACTIVATION. DELTA TAU DELTA POPCORN.

_ _ _ __ __ _ _10/1

=s=T=E=R-L~IN~G~.--=T~H-A~N~K~S,--,FOR

EVERYTHING . WETZ, BELL,
JONESY & T-BONE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/1
ATTENTION: DART PLAYERS
WIN $100 . TOURNEY AT
MARTY'S . DOUBLE-BLIND
CRICKET $40 2ND, $20 3RD, 32
TO ENTER. DRAW PARTNERS.
$5.00 ENTRY. SIGN UP NOW!
THURSDAY 10/3 7:00 P.M.
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ 10/2
Congratulations to DEL TA
SIGMA PHI for going to the
championships in the ALPHA PHI
PHI-ESTA BOWL!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/1
Sterling, You took the OOPS out
of Upsilon! Thanks for everything.
Paul Carey.
_ _ __ _ _ _ __ 10/1
STERLING, Thank you for all you
have done. You did a great job!
Dan.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/1
Sterling - Nice Job as Pledge Ed.
Thanks Brad H. & Todd J.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/1
TABER: Thanks for everything.
Could not have done it w/o you.
Oop Love, D.W.
·
10/1
, You're one helluva Pledge
E
anks for a great semester.
jB
·'
f
.J..~ '
10/1
) Sterling, UPsilon ij)res becaus.e
you are the greatest. Thanks for
everything. Upsilon JJ.
10/ 1

2 North Carman - Even though I
can't talk - don't hassle me!!! Just
kidding!!! You are the best! Jill.
.,--..,..-=-,--,--.,..-...,.-.,.--,-10/1
Angela B. - Let's do study hours
soon ... Your mom loves you .
Jill.
10/1
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MILK. l'M GLAD YOU'RE
HAPPY. AND DON'T READ MY
MAIL! LOVE, HO.
_ _ _ _ _10/1
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I The Daily Eastern News I
accepting I
I Visais now
and Mastercard
I
for your
I
advertising needs .J
L
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SHORT
SAVE LONG'

by Bill Watterson

~\.l.8'1 '{()J DISC.~8<
~8\-\IN.<;, 'iO\l'Rt A\ill't-ltD
TO N~ME IT ti.ND NI \l\)

fl..

Hey Scott & Otis: Tick-Tock! TickTock! Only a few more days!
Arnie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/1
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA WOULD
LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
SCOTT ON HIS ABILITY TO
READ MOPS AND LEAD HIS
TEAM OUT OF THE WOODS.
10/1

!)\\)Ni

It's the 1 for $1 deal!

D\S:.O\JER \W\T CREEK .
-,~

cr- COJi;sE I

DID! N:.:i3CQ'(
El.SE H/\S A.
S\(>N IW:.RE
RIGl-ff?
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I

The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10words ONE DAV is $1.00

*THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO WISHES TO ~ AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3
ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED .

Name: ___________:__ ____
BY GARRY TRUDEAU
GOTTA PRernRG FOR
7H&WT-CAS6 ~t 
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~. . . ~'!;f(IJTY/371

70 J<eeP TH& w:Al5
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AN/?M-IATA80UT
7H& MIJl-J'S ROOM~

Pr'»?;it}.~;:.{;\:, .
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7He · fOR BOMBS~ I UJ4VT"
MfN'S ff(P/,810 ff/ii, met
.va;m, OW UNIV/NP~.'

Address:

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _-:

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Packers' Harris dealt to 49ers
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP) he said. "It was a hard ordeal
- Tim Harris was traded but I've finally got a job again.
Monday from Green Bay to the It's like I'm a newborn kid
San Francisco 49ers, who gave again." "We reached a point
the Packers two high draft picks · where we felt we had to do
something with Tim," Packers
for the holdout linebacker.
San Francisco coach George president Bob Harlan said from
Seifert said the 49ers gave up Green Bay.
"He wanted to leave Green
their second-round pick in 1992
and either a second- or third- Bay. And if you saw the offers
round pick in 1993, based on on the table, the offer that we
certain conditions that he put on the table several weeks
declined to disclose.
ago and what Tim actually took,
The conditions reportedly · you would think the offer was
revolve around Harris' playing more than adequate that came
time and a rare "good citizen- out of Green Bay.
ship" clause that essentiaily
"We certainly dido 't want to
require him to stay out of trou- get rid of Tim. We wouldn't
have pursued him,as long as we
ble.
The 49ers sought a two-week did and kept the negotiations
roster exemption for Harris, who going ·as long as we did if we
hasn't played since last season. dido 't feel we would get him in.
However, Seifert said Harris This was obviously the best deal
could be activated for the Oct. we could come up with." Seifert
13 game against the Atlanta said he envisioned Harris playFalcons. San Francisco is idle ing on passing downs to increase
on Sunday.
the 49ers' ability to pressure
Harris, 27, made $630,000 opposing quarterbacks.
last season, including bonuses.
Harris, a five-year veteran,
He reportedly is to receive has 54 1/2 career sacks and will
$725,000 for the rest of this sea- be used opposite Charles Haley,
son and $825,000 in 1992.
who has 56 1/2 sacks in that
That's slightly less than the same span.
Packers' final offer, but Harris
Haley's effectiveness has
was willing to accept it because been reduced because opposing
he said he had become alienated teams have been able to doublewith Green Bay's management.
and triple-team him.
"It was a matter of principal,"
"It gives us a kind of double-

edged sword," Seifert said.
"Hopefully, this has some
effect. Obviously, that's how.
we 're going into it, with that
idea." Harris, who dropped
from 19{ sacks in 1989 to 7 last
season, said he's glad to be back
in uniform and looks forward to
a fresh start with the 49ers, who
have told him to tone down his
showboat image.
With the Packers, Harris was
known for wearing pistol-shaped
gloves and mocking opponents
after a sack.
"When I was in Green Bay, I
was told to play a certain way, to
perform a certain way to enthuse
a lot of people and get everybody fired up," Harris said. "I
don't think that's necessary
here. I left my guns in Green
Bay, along with the hay silos
and the cows.
"Don't get me wrong. I'm not
knocking the people of Green
Bay. It's just that that'.s behind
me now." Seifert said he has
met with Harris and feels the
move will help both sides.
"Everything's positive,"
Seifert said. "We're upbeat
about it. I think Tim will be as
well. You don't go in thinking
all those sort of negative things
and ... when you do the player
generally responds."

Augmon signs contract with ·Hawks
ATLANTA (AP) - The start of Stacey Augmon 's
NBA career has apparently signaled the end of
Sidney Moncrief's.
Augmon, the defensive standout on UNLV's
recent collegiate powerhouses, became the highestdrafted player this year to sign when he agreed to a
5-year deal with the Atlanta Hawks on Sunday.
The Hawks had to make room under the salary
cap for the No. 9 overall selection last June and they
renounced the rights to Moncrief, the guard they had
coaxed out of retirement last season for his leadership.
Augmon's deal is worth a reported $6.5 million to
$7 million.
He is expected to see time at both shooting guard
and as a back-up to Dominique Wilkins at small forward.
Augmon had a .555 career shooting percentage

and played in two Final Fours with UNLV, winning
the national championship in 1990.
Some observers criticized his shooting ability
under pressure.
"People who say shooting is my weakness are
wrong," Augmon said. "But there are also other
things I like to do on a basketball court. It's a team
game." Augmon became the 12th of the 27 firstround picks to agree to terms. Terrell Brandon, the
11th overall selection, had been the highest draftee
to sign when he did with Cleveland last week.
)'op pick Larry Johnson, Augmon 's teammate at
UNLV, and the Charlotte Hornets are reportedly far
apart on a contract.
Moncrief joined the Hawks last season after a
one-year retirement. He played in 72 games, averaging 4.7 points and 1.4 assists in 15 minutes a game.

BEAUTY & TANNING SALON
Men's cut $6.75 Reg. $7.75
Women's cut $7.75 & up Reg. $8.25 & up
Perms $32.00 & up Reg. $35.00 & up
Tans 10 for $29.00 Reg. 10 for $40.00
or $3.50 each Reg. $5.00
with this coupon at time of Service
Mary Kay Cosmetics through Debbie

1205 3rd 1 1/2 Blks. N. of Lincoln - 345-7530
Expires Oct. 14, 1991

OPEN

Billiard Bar
&
Restaurant

Daily 11-2

Beer Garden 0

345-7849

Daily

Lunch - Italian Beef Mozzarella $3.50
Dinner - Stix King Burrito $3.50
32 oz. Premium Beer $2.60
20 oz. Premium Beer $1.60
(Killian Red 15¢ extra)
SHOTS - "The Big Four" CJR - BN
Hawaiin Paradise Daiquiri $1.75 (Ladies Delight)

FREE Pool All Day & All Night
Pizza Slices $1 after 8 PM
Live DJ "ICEMAN"
Big Screen TV

D
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Located at 310 Madison Avenue, just
of the car wash in Charleston.

Open 7:00p.m. to 9:00p.m. ONLY
Sunday through Thursday
Evenings until Halloween
Huge selection of costumes fur
adults, couples and groups.

OVER 3000 IN STOCK!
Most rentals $15 -·$20 plus deposit.

Call 345-2617 for details.
Reserve early for the best selectio

Watch for Sweetest Day Personals
information·coming soon in The Ne
'

1st ANNUAL
BIG WHEELS
Read

The Daily
Eastern News

.

to catch
up on all
the news,
weather, and
sports .

WHEN: October 12th at 11 :00 a.m.
RAIN DATE: October 26th
WHERE: On 7th St. In Front of
My Place Lounge
MUSIC BY: Hello David (Formerly Good ?)
Field is Open to All

·Food • Prizes • Drinks Available
The Race is a Head-to-head Competition starting at the top of 7th Street &
Finishing at My Place Lounge • Teams consist of 4 members,
$20 Registration Fee per Team.

All Proceeds Donated To City of Charleston
Park and Recreation Departm.ent
Registration Forms available in the Union Rm. 201, or call 348-8222 or 348-5404

Event Sponsored By: Delta Tau Delta
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ockers owner tries
o sign Maradona
SAN DIEGO (AP) - Backing
p his desire to sign Diego
.aradona, San Diego Sockers
managing general partner Oscar
.cira Jr. said Monday that he
ill fly to Argentina to meet
lWith representatives of the sus:nded soccer star.
Ancira said he's scheduled a
:t-finding meeting Wednesday
Aires
with
n Buenos
aradona 's personal agents,
arcos Franchi and Enrique
Ancira, who announced two
:weeks ago that the Sockers
ould like to sign Maradona,
".d the meeting "is to discuss
present and future availabiliof Maradona's services to the
." "There is not much negoti..g at this point, there is nothcast in concrete," Ancira
"There are a lot of things we
to discuss, to see what can
1e do, given that nobody seems
know what the FIFA regula.ons are.'' Maradona was
1ed by the Italian League in
ii for 15 months following a
sitive drug test for cocaine
,e, The ban until July 1992
extended worldwide by the
ternational Federation of
.sociation Football, soccer's
1veming body.
Maradona recently received a
month suspended sentence
Italian charges of cocaine
rl " i. - ; 1. r. • ~-'
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White lifts Charlton's suspension
CINCINNATI
(AP)
National League president Bill
White put three days of Norm
Charlton's suspension on hold
Monday, reuniting Cincinnati's
Nasty Boys for a three-game
series against the Atlanta
Braves.
Charlton began serving a oneweek suspension Sunday for
purposely throwing at Los
Angeles' Mike Scioscia. But
White decided Charlton should
be activated against Atlanta,
which started the series one
game behind the Dodgers in the
NL West.
That left the Reds with their
three b·est relievers: Charlton,
Randy Myers and Rob Dibble.
"With the close pennant race
in the Western Division, it is
imperative that all teams play
with their full complement of
players in order to guarantee that
the competition is fair and balanced," White said.
Braves manager Bobby Cox

saw it as another reason for
changing the major leagues' system of dealing with suspensions.
"It's not right," Cox said.
"There has to be a system in
baseball where this doesn't happen. Give them a 24-hour appeal
and get on with it. This way, you
can pick your spots." Charlton
was suspended after admitting
he hit Scioscia with a pitch Sept.
9 for stealing signs, and threatening to hurt him again the next
time he faced him. White handed
down the suspension one week
later at the start of a two-game
series in Los Angeles.
Charlton appealed, putting the
suspension on hold. He dropped
his appeal Sunday with one
week left in the season so the
penalty wouldn't carry over to
next season.
The reliever was stunned
when informed White had reinstated him for the Atlanta series.
"I don't really understand it,"
he said. "There's this thing

Maradona is also facing legal
proceedings in Argentina. He
was arrested in Buenos Aires on
April 26 and two days later was
charged with possession and
distribution of drugs.
"Under the proper circumstances, Maradona could make a
significant contribution to the
American soccer community,"
Ancira said. "We've been made
aware of the ban that doesn't
permit him to play until the
summer of 1992 and we most
assuredly would not look to circumvent or violate such a ban.
"It is my understanding from
reliable sources that he is
presently rehabilitating himself
and is genuinely interested in
re-establishing himself in the
world soccer community.
Everyone is entitled to a second
genesis." Ancira said two
weeks ago that one option for
the Sockers would be to sign
Maradona to a contract for marketing and public relations until
"From page 12
he would be eligible to play.
Another factor is Maradona's
that I'm very familiar with the sportswriters in
desire to play.
central Illinois. I think I have an advantage over
Maradona, who will be 31 in
some SID's in the fact that I worked at a newspaOctober,' announced Aug. 1 in per and I know what they want."
Buenos Aires that he was retirBe~ides serving as an official host of the 1988
ing from professional soccer. He NCAA Division I Women's Basketball Tourney,
had been with Napoli of the and as a member of the College Sports
Italian first division since 1984, Information Directors of America, Yoakum has
when he transferred from nominated and promoted four Eastern student-athBarcelona in Spain . His con- . letes who have earned GTE-Academic All-·
tract, which the Sockers would America standing. That is something Yoakum is
have to purchase , is through most proud of, besides getting the athletes expo1993.
sure in the local media.

called the integrity of the game
that Pete Rose got kicked out
for.
"They said Pete Rose might
ruin _the integrity of the game.
Yet Bill White suspends me
against LA. I drop the appeal,
and he makes me play (against
Atlanta). I don't understand."
Charlton will go back on suspension once the Braves' series
ends. Cincinnati closes its season with three games in San
Diego.
Charlton hopes he isn't forced
to serve the remainder of his suspension next season.
"My first responsibility is not
to Los Angeles. My first responsibility is to the Reds," Charlton
said. "When we got down to the
last seven games, I made a decision (to serve the suspension). I
didn't want to take it into next
year." Asked what he thought
was White's reasoning, Charlton
said, "If I answer that, I'll be
suspended for another week.

Yoakum

"Another similarity between the two schools is
the importance of athletes receiving academic
awards," he said. "Millikin, over the last four
years, is first or second in the nation as far as academic All-Americans. I think that has been one of
my strong suits while I have been here. We have
had four academic All-Americans that I have
nominated and there's only been a total of eight in
the school's history."
Yoakum added that many things will be remembered when he moves on to Decatur. "What I' ll
miss the most at Eastern will be the student-athletes, the coaches, the administrators and the local
media here in town."
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S\OEWALK
Tue&Wed
Oct 1st & 2n

Levi's Jeans

Sweaters
20°/o Off

SELECTED
SWEATS, TANKS
. & SHORTS
1/2 PRICE

Casual Shirts

· 20% Off

All sportswear
20% off
T-shirts, jerseys,
shorts, warm-ups

JANTZEN

, ·f-- ~
players attribute some of
success to one another.
(Hollimon) tells me what
,,tt. Agyeman said. "He's our
• and he is almost like the
.ck on our team.
:t helps having Paul play
side of me," Hollimon
"When you have two or
guys who can score, it
the pressure off of the
guy. Other teams can't key

"
·eman said that he enjoys
1e of soccer a great deal,
still has a lot to learn.
," Agyeman said. "But
times, like in our game
SMU, they key on me and
in and I end up eating dirt
of the time. That is just
1ething I have to get used
Panthers travel to Normal
:y for a matchup with the
1irds of Illinois State.

,

20°/o Off
$10.00 Rack
Odds & Ends

Russell Athletic
T-shirts
$4.00 2nds
407 Lincoln Avenue
Charleston, IL 61920

Dress Slacks
Underwear
Socks-Belts-TiesDress Shirts

&
Dress Pants

20°/o Off

Eastern Jackets
20% Off
..,...!?

.4\flf,,
On Campus

RUSSELL
ATHLETIC
SWEATS
$9.00 2nds

Ron & Sue

_,
Frain third, Easter
7th in Mid-Con gol

MARI OGAWA/Staff photographer
Freshman forward Paul Agyeman, who is fourth among Midwest scoring leaders, tries to control the ball
against SMU last Friday.

Young and old lead soccer team
By KEN RYAN
Staff writer

Eastem's soccer team has found a combination
of experience and youth that it hopes will take the
team back to the NCAA tournament this season.
Senior forward LeBaron Hollimon and freshman
Paul Agyeman have helped spark an Eastern offensive attack that has already scored five more goals
this year than all of last season. The Panthers have
also won six games already, compared to five last
year.
Neither player, however, will take credit for the
team's tum around.
"I don't think the big difference ~s me and
LeBaron," Agyeman said. 'The coach has brought
in a lot of talented freshmen. Angelo (Sestito) has
done a great job and he really plays good defense,
Ricky Tovar is an exceptional player and Robert
Tomic really plays well for a player his size".
"I think we instill confidence in the whole
team," Hollimon said. "The team knows that if we
get chances to score, we will this year. There is a
lot more confidence on the team this year."
Hollimon has put up some impressive numbers

this season, which led Tulsa of the National
Professional Soccer League to draft him.
He has scored nine goals, good for second in the
Midwest, and has assisted on six others. Hollimon
is also second in the Midwest with 24 points.
Hollimon said he is glad to be back and contributing to the team this year. He had to sit out the
entire 1991 season when he broke his foot.
"Just being able to play again is great,"
Holli.mon said. "You sit so long and watch, but I
think I probably learned more sitting out last season because I was able to observe what was going
on. I think it made me a better player. It made me
realize what I have to work on."
Agyeman, from Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, has
already made a name for himself this year. He has
17 points on seven goals and six assists in limited
play. He ranks fourth in the Midwest with 17
points.
"Every time you do something good, it is a nice
feeling because you know that it helps the team
out," Agyeman said. "I just hope I can continue to
live up to the expectations that the coach (Cizo
Mosnia) has of me."
*Continued on page 11

Yoakum accepts job at Millikin
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

'""-·

Ron Yoakum, assistant sports
information director at Eastern
since 1987, will leave his post to
assume the position of coordinator of sports information at
Millikin University in Decatur, a
Division ID school.
The
29-year-old
from
Springfield will take over for
John Arenberg, who accepted the·
same position -at Emory
University, located in Atlanta.
Yoakum said being in charge was
a major factor in his accepting the
job, which starts on Monday.
"One of the things I look forward to the most is the opportunity to be the head of the sports
information department," said
Yoakum, a 1986 Eastern graduate. "I have some ideas I'd like to
try and at the same time I'd like
to continue a lot of the things that
Dave's done."
Yoakum was referring to Dave
Kigwell, who has served as the
Panther sports information director since 1972. Yoakum was the
fifth assistant to Kidwell and is
the only one to secure a head SID
job. Yoakum is quick to give

Ron Yoakum
credit to his mentor.
"When I came here seven years
ago, I knew nothing about sports
information," said Yoakum.
"Dave has taught me everything I
know. I guess it's a credit to Dave
that I got the position. I was
. happy here. I had been here for a
while. But the job opened up in
mid-August and I applied and got
it."
In Arenberg's absence,
Millikin's Reggie Syrcle, the uni-

versity relations director has been
the acting SID. He said Yoakum
was simply the right person for
the position.
"It was coordinated through
me," said Syrcle. "There were
several people involved. The athletic director, football coach, basketball coach and the associate
athletic director, but I suppose,
ultimately it was my decision.
"It was a case where he seemed
to be the best person for the job.
His background and experience
were factors. He is also familiar
with Central Illinois and the
media (in that area). We feel like
he is a person who can carry out
the responsibilities of the job."
Yoakum, who wrote for the
Springfield State JournalRegister while attending Lanphier
High School and Lincoln Land
Community College, said that his
experience in journalism was also
an asset.
"Reggie, like myself, is a former Journal-Register employee,"
said Yoakum. "He's familiar with
my newspaper background,
which I think has helped out a lot.
I think that one of my strengths is
"Continued on page 11

After the first day of competition in the 10th annual MidContinent Conference Golf
Championship, Akron is leading
the 72-hole event with a total of
318.
Two-time defending champion, Northern Illinois, is tied for
second with Western Illinois.
Both schools are one shot off
the pace. Wright State is fourth
at 328, followed by WisconsinGreen Bay at 330, Youngstown
State at 331 and Eastern at 339.
Cleveland State (351) and
Valparaiso (370) round out the
nine-team field.
The tournament is hosted by
Northern Illinois at the Oak
Club of Genoa. Akron's Brian
Belden is leading the tourney

after firing a 76. Youngsto
State's Ron DiJacimo ·is sec
at 77 and Eastern'.s Bill Frai
third at 78. Defendiflg champ
Dusti Watson of Western Illin
is tied for seventh after shoo ·
an opening round score of 80.
Other Eastern s9ores incl
David Henry, who is tied
29th at 86, senior Tom R
(87) is 32nd, Brian Holmes
tied for 33rd at 88. Sophom
John Armstrong is 38th out
45 golfers after carding a 90.
The tournament conclu
Monday and marks the last
season of golf. The Midwill switch to spring golf c
petition in 1992.

Upstart WIU gridders
invade Panther countr
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

After tying the 11th-ranked
team in Division I-AA last
Saturday, the Western Illinois
Leathernecks open Gateway
Conference action Saturday
against Eastern at O'Brien
Stadium.
Western, 2-1-1 on the season,
tied Sam Houston State 21-21 in
Macomb last Saturday as junior
college transfer quarterback
Don Simmons came off the
bench to give his team the lead.
But the Bearkats' Orlando
Williams blocked a punt and
recovered the ball in the endzone enabling his squad to head
home with a tie.
Simmons, a 6-1, 191-pounder
form Phoenix, came into the
game replacing Willie Davis,
who was ineffective. Sam
Houston had a two touchdown
lead, but Simmons led a 16play, 85-yard drive, which gave
the Leathernecks their first lead
of the contest. Sam Houston
head coach Ron Randleman said
Western is a team to be reckoned with.
"They 're a solid football
team," said Randleman, whose
squad moved up to 10th in the
poll this week. "They brought in
the younger quarterback and he
can play. He showed a lot of
poise and he did a good job of
scrambling and throwing the
ball."
Simmons was 12-17 on the
afternoon, for 169 yards. he also
rushed for 18 yards on three
carries, which helped him earn
WIU's offense player of the
week. Randleman said he
wasn't surprised at how Western
hung with his squad.
"It's always tough in I-AA on
the road," he said. "You always
expect a good game. It wasn't
our greatest effort, but we had a
chance. We were up 14-0 and
we made some mistakes and let
them back into the ballgame."

Simmons also had a big
against St. Ambrose, a game
which the Leathernecks beat
on the NAIA squad. He tos
three touchdowns in that c
test.
Eastern defensive coordi
tor, John Smith, said Simm
isn't a much different sig
caller than Davis, wh
Simmons has seemingly b
out of a job.
"All along it's been ab
between him and Willie Da
said Smith, who is in his
season at Eastern.
(Simmons) a bigger kid and
looks like he can throw a I
better. He's not quite as ni
b t t he's a load. There's
d 1bt he'.s added a spark to
team."
Smith added that with inj
slowing Panther senior
safeties Tony Farrell (ank
and Jeff Miles (shoulder),
pled with Simmons' buil
confidence, Eastern could
its hahds full Saturday.
"It concerns us a lot,"
Smith. "They don't chan
offense when- he's in there,
that won't present a pro bl
But he's certainly a good q
terback."

